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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new ATM multi cast scheme within the framework of an Active Multi cast Service Architecture
(AMSA) that supports user customization of multi cast service. The customization is achieved by injecting and invoking
user specific programs to shared network resources such as routers and switches. The multi cast scheme also allows dynamic
joining and (or) leaving of members of different capabiliti es and qualit y of service requirements. A prototype of the
multi cast scheme was developed to verify the major functions of the AMSA and to demonstrate the feasibilit y of
customizing network services within the active service architectural framework . The prototype supports QOS negotiation,
non-uniform links QOS, resource reservation and filter program injection. The development platform used consists of
virtual ATM switches (implemented as light-weight threads in four workstations for simulating real ATM switches) inter-
connected via a real FORE ATM switch. The data links between these virtual switches are AAL-5 virtual circuits that
enable actual QOS reservation. The signaling of the virtual switches is implemented via CORBA links connecting the
CORBA daemons residing in the virtual switches. Experimental results show that the prototype of ATM multi cast scheme
is eff icient and flexible in satisfying the requirements of heterogeneous users.

Keywords: ATM Multi cast, Active Network, Multimedia Communication, CORBA, Network Simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The current standard of ATM signaling4 only allows source initiated multi cast connection setup and tear-down which is
relatively restrictive in comparison with multi cast scheme supporting receivers initiated joining and leaving. The reservation
of network resources for multi cast virtual channels must be performed by the source 5,12 and all the receivers must have the
same Qualit y of Service (QoS) requirements, including the rate of data to be received. This rudimentary multi cast support
cannot satisfy the heterogeneous receivers with various capabiliti es and preferences. Furthermore, individual user has no
mean of customizing the multi cast services to adapt to its own environment and preference in current ATM network.

We propose here an an Active Multi cast Service Architecture over ATM network that supports user customization of
multi cast applications by using active technologies. It enables users to deploy multi cast services rapidly by selecting basic
network service components, injecting customized programs, and finall y tailoring them into a new type of services to suit
their specific requirements. This approach is believed will accelerate the deployment of new network services as they are less
prone for delay by vendor consensus and standardization activities.

The AMSA extends the active network concept of Tennenhouse of MIT by providing two levels of services for users to
customize their views. In the first level, users may customize the applications by choosing certain standard services that are
provided by the AMSA. For instance, users can select preferred routing services by emphasizing  on various data
transmission requirements, such as real-time, reliabilit y, or cost effectiveness. In the second level, AMSA proposes the
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injection and invocation of user specified programs in the switches for computation or processing of user data flowing
through them. This requires the availabilit y and support of programmable ATM switches with software control. Generall y,
user specified programs consist of simple instructions, such as data filtering, data compression, encryption algorithms and
etc. AMSA utili zes a broker agency - the Multi cast Broker Agency (MBA) in this case - to manage and control the dynamic
process of user customization of a multi cast service. The MBA contains several agents which are responsible for the
monitoring of ATM link states, multi cast routing, group management and connection management.

In Tennenhouse’s active network, user data packets are encapsulated with user program fragments. These capsules travel to
‘ active nodes’ where the capsules are interpreted15. Since we use a broker agency (or server) to facilit ate the dynamic user
customization process, our approach is different in the ways of providing services for invoking user specified programs in
the network nodes. AMSA encapsulates only the program handler, whist user data and the user specified program fragments
are invoked from the switches by the MBA. Our approach has several  advantages. Firstly, it reduces the amount of data
traveling along the network links because program fragments need not be encapsulated together with data packets. Secondly,
the multi cast routing is also performed in the MBA. This enables the user specified programs be invoked in the strategic
points in the network. Moreover, a centrali zed user program injection mechanism makes it easier for applying security
policies to the user customization processes.

Research on programmable ATM switch for supporting concepts similar to the active network concept is emerging. For
instances, the X-Bind Model proposed by Lazar at Columbia university6 and the SwitchWare approach proposed by
University of Pennsylvania and Bellcore18. In the X-Bind concept, network components are modeled as objects in the object-
oriented distributed programming environment and the objects can be bound for supporting specific applications.
Furthermore, several companies have announced plans to develop so-called third layer switches to support mechanisms such
as filter on high level attribute3. All these works give the support to our proposed architecture.

The idea of active network is not new. In the traditional computer network arena, there are several ad hoc approaches that
allow user-driven computation at network routers or switches such as data filtering, firewalls, web proxies, etc. RSVP is a
resource reservation protocol for supporting multi cast applications over heterogeneous platforms. In RSVP, the filters are
assigned in the various intermediate nodes during a multi cast session to facilit ate the selective data transmission. However,
RSVP cannot guarantee end-to-end QoS due to the separation of routing and resource reservation. ST-II is another multi cast
protocol that allows user to specify QoS requirements and guarantees end-to-end bandwidth and delay for all connections.
ST-II operates by layering a virtual circuit service on top of IP that is not compatible with the datagram service of IP such
that it effectively reduces the number of ST-II users. Both ST-II and RSVP do not address routing or make a simple attempt
on routing. The ST-II builds a multi cast tree from unicast routing table while RSVP relies on the underlying network for
routing. The solutions of these ad hoc approaches are not neat as there does not exist a generic architecture in current
networks to allow users to program the network for special applications. Although active technologies are being applied at
end-to-end level in the network, they have not been leveraged and extended for use inside the network15.

AMSA is a powerful and flexible architecture that supports various network features required by user customization
processes. It allows receivers to select preferred routing strategy, to initiali ze resource reservation for end-to-end QoS
guarantee, and to invoke user specified programs such as filtering, buffering, encryption and compression programs. These
services are achieved by using a centrali zed multi cast broker agency which is responsible for QoS negotiation, multi cast
routing, connection management and user program invocation. Furthermore, the architecture supports nodes joining and
leaving to a multi cast group dynamicall y. This architecture is a complex system that integrates many network functions and
supports many user specific properties.

Currently, we use virtual switch to simulate the activities of a programmable ATM switch and we expect that the functions
of a virtual switch can be supported by real switch fabricate in the near future. A prototype system for evaluating the
proposed architecture has been developed in a simulation platform that is built on the distributed CORBA environment. The
simulation platform consists of four workstations that are connected to a FORE ATM switch. In this platform, the functions
of a network switch are modeled as a virtual switch that is a concurrent thread running on one of the workstations. The data
links between virtual switches are emulated by real AAL 5 virtual circuits that enable actual QoS reservation. Signaling of
the virtual switches is implemented by CORBA links that connect the CORBA daemons reside in the virtual switches.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the architecture of the active multi cast service is presented and the
important components of the architecture are described. The concepts, functions, and algorithms in Multi cast Broker
Agency are explained in this section. Further studies on data filtering techniques, QoS guaranteed routing algorithms, user
program invocation techniques and dynamic members joining and leaving algorithm are also described. In section 3, a
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prototype system that implements the functionality of AMSA is presented.  The implementation of the simulation platform,
the virtual switches, the structure of the simulation platform, the topology of the simulation network, and experiments are
described. Finally, in section 4, the conclusion is given and future works are discussed.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED ACTIVE MULTICAST SERVICE

The proposed AMSA can be modeled as a product distribution process that involves the interactions among Producers,
Consumers, Brokers and Switches. The model can be expressed as a quadruple {
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}, where 

�
 is the set of

producers that are the sources of the information conveyed in the multicast sessions; 
�

 is the set of consumers that are the

sinks of the information conveyed from the producers; 
�

 is a set of brokers in the Multicast Broker Agency (MBA) which is

responsible for negotiation and implementing a multicast session among the producers and consumers; 
	

 is the set of

switches that transports and relays the data streams from producers to consumers. The relationships among these
components are depicted in Figure 1. The functions of 

�
 and 

�
 are

straight forward while the functions of 
�

 and 
	

 will be elaborated in

following paragraphs. The MBA consists of four agents: the
Monitoring Agent (MA), the Group Management Agent (GMA), the
Routing Agent (RA) and the Connection Management Agent (CMA).
In order to collect link state information from or send signals to
switches, the MBA maintains a set of permanent bi-directional
connections to all the switches where the incoming links are used by
MA for monitoring purposes while the outgoing links are used by
CMA for signaling. The MBA connects to its clients (i.e. hosts)
through a set of transient point-to-point bi-directional links. These
connections are established by the hosts that require the multicast
services from MBA. The hosts can send queries to or receive replies
from the MBA.

2.1 Network state monitoring

MA monitors the state of all the switches to collect link state information of the network. The task of monitoring can be
implemented by using a topology state routing protocol in which switches send QoS and reachability information toward
MA. Therefore, MA obtains knowledge about reachability and available traffic resources within the network. This is similar
to the current link state routing protocols such as the OSPF. The current set of link state information collected by MA are:
Maximum cell transfer delay (MCTD), Maximum cell loss ratio (MCLR) and Residual cell rate (RCR). The collected link
state information can be used by RA for QoS guaranteed routing computation.

2.2 Multicast group management

GMA provides functions of group management and a channel for negotiation between producers and consumers. It manages
the group membership status and member joining or leaving activities. GMA, analogous to the MARS in IP multicast over
ATM5, keeps an extended table of multicast group address for multicast address resolution. When a producer has packets for
transmission, GMA is queried for the set of consumers currently constituting the group. Then GMA returns the addresses
ATM.1, ATM.2, ..., ATM.n to the producer. In this case GMA is acting as a mediator between the producer and the
consumers to facilitate their interactions (i.e. negotiation). The negotiation is a process of exchanging information between
producers and consumers in order to reach an agreement for the permissible future data transmission. This agreement
includes the terms of QoS parameters to be guaranteed during the data transmission and the user specified programs to be
invoked in the switches.

Consumers

Producers
Switching
Network

Multicast Broker Agency

MA
GMA

RA

CMA

Figure 1. The active multicast service architecture
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2.2.1 QoS negotiation

It has been articulated by some researchers that ATM applications shall be able to request QoS parameters from the network,
or in other words the parameters must be transferable to the applications through the upper-layer protocols9,17. Therefore a
mapping mechanism is needed to transform the user QoS parameters into ATM QoS parameters. This involves a negotiation
process which has two phases: an advertising phase and a selection phase. The producer advertises the multi cast data
description in the advertising phase. Assuming σ0, is the multi cast data source from the producer. A set of new data
σ1, ..., σm can be derived from σ0, by applying one or more times of the user programs. The set of all possible user programs
associated with σ0 can be expressed by Φ = { φ0, φ1, ..., φs} . Then we define a set of all possible data sources as Σ =
{ σ0, σ1, ..., σm} , where ∀σi ∈ Σ; ∃ σj ∈ Σ, ∃φk ∈ Φ; such that σi = φk(σj) ∈ Σ. Therefore, the contents of an advertisement
message consist of a formula li st for each σi where σi = φ1• φ2 ••• φk(σj) and the φ1, φ2, ..., φk ∈ Φ. Α small set of programs
is identified that includes filtering, buffering, stream cipher, block cipher and some real-time compression programs. Users
can select a sequence of these programs and invoke them from switches to process their data streams.

The advertisement messages are first sent to the GMA by the producer. The GMA then multi casts them to all the receivers
of the specified group. In the selection phase, each receiver selects the desired data streams according to her preference and
capabilit y of the workstation and the network interface. The selected data stream for each receiver is passed to the routing
agent for a routing computation.

Figure 2 shows a typical case where a
combination of filters can be used on an
MPEG-1 video stream (MPEG-1 is not
chosen for its merits but for easy
ill ustration of concepts). In this figure,
we use two frame-filters, φP and φB,
where φB drops B-frames and φP drops
P-frame from a MPEG-1 video stream.
These filters result in video streams of
different qualit y as indicated by the
thickness of the streams in the figure. In
this example, the sender sends out σIPB; σIP = φB (σIPB); σI = φP • φB(σIPB) and the corresponding bandwidth for each stream
as indicated in Figure 2.

2.3 Multicast routing agent

The Routing Agent computes a multi cast tree that connects producer and
consumers by using the link state information collected from MA and the group
membership information and the negotiated agreement from GMA. It also offers
routing options to the receivers that may emphasis different requirements on data
transmission, such as reliabilit y, real-time, or cost effectiveness of transmission
paths. When RA computes the multi cast tree, it selects the strategic switches to
invoke user specified programs. The results of RA are a set of contracts for all
switches involved in the computed multi cast tree. The contracts are frames that
describe the required services from a switch for a specified multi cast session. A
contract contains slots of session-id, input port, output ports and user programs
associated with output ports, etc. The format of the contract is depicted in Figure
3.

2.3.1 Multicast routing with QoS constraint

Traditional multi cast routing algorithms were designed to support users with homogeneous and simple QoS requirements.
With increasing demands for integrated services, the routing algorithms must support diversed, fine-grain and subjective
QoS requirements. In a connection-oriented network such as ATM, the transferring of data between end-users is
accomplished by network routing functions that select and allocate network resources along the acceptable paths. In our
proposed scheme, routing is performed by a centrali zed RA. It is obvious that the merit of this type of routing partly depends

MPEG-1
Source φφB φφP

MPEG-1
Player 1

MPEG-1
Player 2

MPEG-1
Player 3

σIPB = 640kbs σIP = 256kbs σI = 128kbs

σIP = 256kbs σI = 128kbs

Figure 2. The effects of draping filters for MPEG video stream

Contract {
sessionID:
inPort:
inPortQoS:
outPort 1{

outPortQoS:
outPortMethod:

}
…
outPort n {

outPortQoS:
outPortMethod:

}
}

Figure 3. Structure of contract frame.
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on the accurate information of the network topology and the link state information. This is similar to the current link state
routing protocol such as OSPF where all network nodes can obtain estimated current state of the entire network. We assume
this information can be collected from switches by the MA. The current set of link state information collected by MA are:
Maximum Cell Transfer Delay (MCTD); Maximum Cell Loss Ratio (MCLR); Residual Cell Rate (RCR).

The network can be modeled as a graph of nodes connected by node-to-node links. Each link has parameters Maximum cell
transfer delay (MCTD), Maximum cell l oss ratio (MCLR) and Residual cell rate (RCR). These values are known to the
routing algorithm and we use t, e, and b to represent MCTD, MCLR and RCR in the distance function. A simpli fied
distance function dij reflects transfer delay tij, cell l oss rate eij and residual bandwidth bij. It is defined empiricall y for each
direct link l ij : dij(tij, eij, bij) = ω1tij + ω2eij + ω3(1/bij)

α, where l ij denotes the link from node i to node j. The exponential form
of the residual bandwidth term compared with the transfer delay term’s linear form shows the emphasis on bandwidth
exhaustive as a much more important factor affecting the distance function. The ω1, ω2 and ω3 are weights of the three
factors that can be changed by the users in the negotiation phase. Increasing the weight of a factor may change the emphasis
of the routing algorithm. For instance, if a receiver wishes to receive a higher reliable data stream, it can increase the value
of ω2 that leads the routing algorithm emphasizing more on the error free paths during the routing computation.

By applying the Dijkstra algorithm1, the shortest path from source node to the receiver nodes can be computed. If the paths
leading to different receivers travel along the same link,  they need to be merged into a single path. After all the common
paths are merged, a multi cast tree can be establi shed. In the merging process, QoS reservations for different receivers are to
be aggregated to form a resource reserved multi cast tree. As a result, only the essential (i.e. the minimum superset) common
QoS is reserved on a link for a common path. A filter is assigned to each outgoing path that is splitted from the common
link to facilit ate the selective data transmission. These filters select the appropriate data sets for the specified receivers
according to their QoS requests. Therefore, a logical multi cast tree with various QoS reservations on different branches can
be establi shed. It should be noted that all the actions described in the above paragraphs, such as routing computation,
resource reservation and filter placement, are performed in the memory of RA (i.e. we only have a logical multi cast tree at
this stage). Subsequently, the logical multi cast tree will be converted into separate contracts for all the involved switches for
interpretation and implementation.

2.3.2 Node joining / leaving a multicast tree

A new member can join an existing multi cast group through a joining operation. In the operation, an unicast route is first
computed from source to the joining node by the RA based on the QOS request. Then the joining algorithm will t ry to merge
this new route to the existing routing tree. It first traces the new route from the joining node toward the source until it hits
the first intermediate node of the existing multi cast tree. This intermediate node is selected as the merging point for the
remaining links to the source. The resource reservation for each link of the merged paths can be adjusted by a modify
process which updates the resource reservation according to the new requirement. In the worst case, the attach point is the
source. Figure 4 shows an example of node R4 joining an existing multi cast tree in which the sender S is sending data
stream to receivers R1, R2 and R3 via a switch network involving Sw1, Sw2, Sw3 and Sw4. The unicast route from source
to receiver R4 is indicated by the dash lines. The attachment
point for the joining node is in Sw2. The unicast route from S to
R4 has a common link with the existing multi cast tree at link
between Sw1 and Sw2. This common link needs to be merged
into the same path.

The leave operation removes the leaving node from all the
multi cast tree currently sending data to it. As in the joining
algorithm, the node is disconnected with each multi cast tree
separately. For instance, if the receiver R4 wishes to leave the
multi cast tree as shown in Figure 4. The leaving algorithm first
disconnects the R4 and then releases the reserved resources. The
intermediate switch SW5 checks if there exists other nodes still
attaching to itself in the multi cast tree. It will remove itself from
the multi cast tree if there is no group member attached to it.
Otherwise, the intermediate node frees the resources that were
reserved for the leaving node. The resource reservation on link

Attach point

Joining node

R1 R2

R3

S

R4

Sw1

Sw2 Sw3

Sw4 Sw5

Merge common
links

Figure 4. Dynamic member joining / leaving scheme
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SW1-SW2 also need to be adjusted accordingly.

2.4 Connection management

Once a routing contract for each switch is worked out, the CMA is invoked to setup the actual multi cast tree. This is done by
sending the routing contracts to the designated switches via the links between MBA and the switches. A multi cast channel
in a switch should have one incoming VPI/VCI and multiple outgoing VPI/VCIs. The routing contract uses the inPort and
the outPort to specify the switch to be connected to the incoming VPI/VCI and the switches to be connected to the outgoing
VCI/VPIs respectively. When switches receive their routing contracts sent by the MBA, each of them can start to signal the
upstream and downstream switches for establi shing the corresponding VPI/VCI’ s. This signaling process is a parallel
process in which each switch contacts its related upstream
and downstream switches independently. In this way, the
switches, producers and receivers can be bound into one
multi cast session rapidly. As depicted in Figure 5, the
signaling at each switch has two phases namely connect and
accept. For instance, Sw2 sends the connection signal with a
QoS specification to all the downstream switches (i.e. Sw3,
Sw4). The downstream switches will send their acceptation
messages and actuall y setup the links if the required QoS can
be satisfied. Then Sw2 extracts the user program fragment
from the contract and associates it with the specified outgoing
link. These user program fragments are stored as libraries
that can be invoked dynamicall y to process outgoing packets.

2.5 Interaction among agents

The four agents communicate with each other as depicted by the MBA part in Figure 1, where MA and GMA send link state
information and negotiated multi cast session agreement to RA. The RA works out the routing contracts and sends them to
the CMA for setting up the multi cast tree. In this model, the tasks of MBA are performed in a centrali zed fashion that
benefits the multi cast service management in following aspects: Firstly, the GMA provides uniform QoS negotiation channel
that normally cannot implemented in the current ATM multi cast supporting only the unidirectional virtual channels.
Secondly, the centrali zed RA makes the computation of multi cast tree easier to retrace, revise and avoid loops when
computing on a centrali zed network map. Finall y, the CMA reducing the number of required signalings for routing at each
switch. Although a centrali zed approach also has several setbacks such as potential single point of failure, traff ic congestion
and other scalabilit y problems, there are techniques to overcome these setbacks. For instance, a backup MBA can be used to
protect the MBA service from single point failure. Since a MBA is used for managing a cluster of ATM switches (e.g. 64
switches), a high performance workstation is able to handle signaling traff ics and routing computation for the switch
clusters of reasonable size.

3. A PROTOTYPE OF ACTIVE MULTICAST SERVICE ARCHITECTURE

A prototype system to implement the proposed architecture has been developed in a simulation platform that is built on
virtual switches. The platform consists of one ATM switch (i.e. a Fore switch) connected to several workstations. Each
workstation runs a Orbix server to signal and control the virtual switches. A virtual switch is represented by a thread in a
specified Orbix server that resides in one of the workstations. The Multi cast Broker Agency is simulated as an Orbix client
that performs the functions of MA, GMA, RA and CMA. In the simulation platform, the links connecting virtual switches
are emulated by real ATM links that connect multiple workstations via the Fore ATM switch. The signals between MBA
and producer, consumers and switches (i.e. virtual switches) travels along the Orbix links.

We use this prototype system to verify the major functions of the Active Multi cast Service Architecture. Firstly, the prototype
system allows the receivers to customize a MPEG-1 video multi cast session to fit their specific requirements. For instance, a
receiver can select high, medium, or low qualit y of video streams and then the MBA to invoke the corresponding filter
programs into the virtual switches. These filter programs are attached to the specified outgoing links of a multi cast channel

Connection

Acceptation
Connection

Acceptation Connection

Acceptation

Sw1 Sw2

Sw3

Sw4

Contract Contract

Contract

Contract

S

R

RUNI

UNI

UNI

                      Figure 5. Signaling scheme
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in a virtual switch. A handler of filter program is encapsulated in the data packet sent by the producer. When a packet
arrives at a switch, the handler encapsulated will be evaluated by the filtering program to decide whether to drop this packet
or not. These filter programs are very simple such that virtual switches only evaluate the header of the capsules. In addition
to selecting filters,  the receivers can also select different routing strategies by varying the weight of each routing factor, such
as delay, cost and error rate. The prototype system validates a new signaling scheme between virtual switches that enables
the autonomy virtual switches to interpret routing contracts and to signal neighboring switches independently in accordance
to the contract. This signaling scheme implements parallel setting up of multi cast tree in an ATM network and simpli fies
the task of the central control mechanism.

3.1 Simulation platform
It is more meaningful to study a multi cast routing scheme in a ATM network of reasonable size. Due to the relatively small
number of ATM switches installed in our test-bed, we resort to simulation technique using virtual switches implemented as
Orbix objects simulating the behavior of the real switches. The simulation platform is establi shed in a distributed
environment with four workstations connected to a FORE ATM switch as depicted in Figure 6. The reason of using four
stations is based on the theory that any region in a map can be labeled by four colors that guarantees no adjacent regions
having the same colors. Therefore, to simulate any network topology the virtual switches can be run in the four workstations
such that any two virtual switches are guaranteed to be simulated at different workstations and be connected by a ATM VC
over the FORE ATM switch. This connection strategy facilit ates the emulation of the QoS reservation for each link in the
multi cast tree. As indicated in Fig 6, the link between node 1 and node 2 of the multi cast tree is mapped to the VC that links
virtual switch 1 in server R and virtual switch 2 in server G. Since the bandwidth of the physical li nk between the
workstation and the FORE ATM switch is 155Mbps, the total bandwidth allocation for the VC’s on the same physical li nks
must be less than 155Mbps.

Orbix is a full implementation of the Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). It
is a powerful environment for building and
integrating distributed applications2,6,8. In Orbix,
the components of a distributed program are
objects - which have well -defined interfaces and
may be communicated with from any node in the
distributed system. In our simulation, an Orbix
server manages a set of objects each simulating a
virtual switch. Each server can have any number
of clients communicating with these objects. As
shown in Figure 6, the virtual switches are Orbix
objects that are threads forked from the servers in
a multi -threaded Orbix environment. The CMA in
the Orbix client is responsible for establi shing the
multi cast tree computed by RA. Whenever the CMA receives the topology of a multi cast tree, it signals the Orbix servers in
different workstations to initiate virtual switches and set up ATM links with reserved QoS between virtual switches
according to the tree topology. After all the involved virtual switches are bound to the multi cast tree by the ATM links, the
CMA will signal the source to start data transmission. Another task of CMA is to add new links or tear down exist links that
are computed by RA in response to any changes of group members.

3.2 Virtual switches

As articulated by many researchers, a revolution in network engineering may be achieved by replacing special-purpose
switching hardware with a programmable, software-controlled switch. Such a switch consists of input and output ports
controlled by a software-programmable element. This switches should be able to execute programs written in high level
programming languages. We propose a virtual switch structure that simulates the logical functions of a programmable
physical switch. This virtual switch, as depicted in Figure 7, consists of a VPI/VCI routing table, a control interface, a
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Figure 6. Simulation platform in CORBA environment
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Control and program Execution Unit (CEU), a program repository (e.g. filter bank) plus two signaling interfaces - one for
input and the other for output.

MBA
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Figure 7. Structure and functions of the virtual switches

The control interface receives contracts from and sends link state information to MBA. To setup a multi cast connection in a
virtual switch, the VPI/VCIs must be reserved at both input port and output ports. Therefore, a virtual switch maintains the
data abstraction of input and output VPI/VCI routing table that holds information about VPI/VCIs already assigned to the
input and output ports. The CEU appends a new entry into the routing table whenever a contract is received from MBA.
Normally, this entry connects to one incoming port and one or more outgoing ports. Moreover, each outgoing port may have
an filter program inserted according to the injected contract. The received contracts are interpreted by the CEU that, in turn,
signals the adjacent switches for establi shing the required virtual channels through the signaling interfaces. The CEU first
sets the specified incoming port to waiting state for receiving connect signal from the upstream switch. Whenever the
connect signal is received from the upstream switch, the CEU checks the QoS request and sends out accept signal to the
upstream switch if the request can be satisfied. The CEU sends out connect signals toward all the outgoing ports through the
signaling interface and waits for ‘accept’ signals from all downstream switches. Subsequently, the filter programs are
invoked from the filter bank and associated with the specified outgoing links. When all the links (i.e. incoming and outgoing
links) are establi shed and filter programs are in placed, the CEU sends back a link state message to signal that the contract
is completed. In our current simulation platform, the VPI/VCI are emulated by the real ATM links using AAL5 protocol.

Table 1 li sts some important control functions that are used to manipulate the routing tables and to setup or tear down the
ATM connections.

Table 1. Description of the functions in a virtual switch
Methods Functions
switchInitiali zation

Initiali ze the virtual switch and create and initiali zes the routing
table.

setInMulti castVC
Set the incoming channel for a multi cast session in the routing table
and signal the upstream switch.

setOutMulti castVC
Set the outgoing channels for a multi cast session in the routing
table, signal the downstream switches, and set QoS parameters and
associate filter for each channel.

deleteInMulti castVC
Delete an incoming channel from routing table, signal the upstream
switch for leaving.
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deleteOutMulti castVC
Delete output channels from routing table, signal downstream
switches for breaking links.

addOneOutMulti castVC
Add one outgoing VPI/VCI in the routing table for a joining branch,
signal the downstream switch for setting up a link.

deleteOneOutMulti castVC
Delete one outgoing VPI/VCI in the routing table for a leaving
branch, signal the downstream switch for breaking down a link.

getInputChannelID
Get incoming port id and VPI/VCI.

getOutputChannelID
Get outgoing ports' id and VPI/VCI.

3.3 Simulation experiments

We used an N x N grid network as the primary simulation network topology in which each node connects to four
neighboring nodes as shown in Figure 8. This topology provides a rich set of alternative paths between any two nodes and
allows dynamicall y generate interesting random multi cast trees. In our experiments, the simulation system transmits
hierarchical encoded MPEG-1 streams to verified the different functions in the proposed active multi cast service
architecture. A MPEG-1 stream can be encoded into three sub-streams according to the types of the frames, namely I, P, and
B streams13,16. Then the application displaying the MPEG-1 stream can require three levels of video qualit y by skipping
some of the unnecessary frames. The basic level provides a lower level motion by carrying only the I stream. The second
level carries I and P streams which provides a medium level motion performance by skipping the B-frames. The highest
level service provides full motion video by carrying all the frames (I, P and B). In the simulation, an MPEG-1 stream of 30
Mbits is chosen. The receivers may select the desired video qualit y as high, medium and low which are corresponding to the
number of frames 1211, 122 and 41 respectively. The amount of data transmitted for different video qualiti es and the
required bandwidths are li sted in Table 2. The video is originall y designed to be played back at 25 fps and is 48.5 seconds in
length. Therefore, to play back the video in real time, the minimum transmission rates are 606,842 bits/s, 198,477 bits/s and
84,963 bits/s for the high, medium and low video qualiti es respectively.

       Table 2. Required bandwidths for different video qualiti es

Figure 8. Network topology for simulation

3.4 Simulation results

The experiments would ideally be performed on a large number of network nodes with variety of workload to ensure the
robustness of the scheme. However, the sheer number of potential factors makes us to fix several network parameters. We
have tested the scheme on the network with 9 to 64 virtual switches with various group sizes for multi cast routing and
resource reservation. The ‘artificial’ hierarchical coded MPEG-1 data is used to test the injected filter programs for selective
data transmission. Current simulation results are promising in the sense that the system implements successfull y the
important concepts such as filter program invocation for selective data transmission, QoS reservation for heterogeneous
receivers.

We simulated a multi cast session to transmit the hierarchical encoded MPEG-1 stream with their features li sted in Table 2.
This session was performed in a network of 16 virtual switches and assumed that one workstation attached to each of the
switches. As shown in Figure 9, the multi cast source is the workstation connected to the switch 0 and the receivers are seven

1 2 n

n+1

n2

MPEG-1 stream Low Medium High

Num. Of Frames 41 122 1211

Size of streams (bits) 4,120,712 9,626,144 29,431,816

Bandwidth required 128kbi/s 256kbits/s 640kbits/s
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randomly selected workstations from the network. Each receiver can randomly select the required video quality of high,
medium and low. The RA computes a multicast tree from the source to the seven receivers as shown in Figure 9. The
reserved bandwidth for each data link is indicated in the figure as well. The filter programs are injected in the intermediate
switches by MBA. For instance, there is a B-frame filter at Sw2 to drop B-frames for the outgoing link to Sw3. If all the
receivers require low quality video, the total bandwidth reserved for this session is 1,480kbs. While if all the receivers select
high quality video, the total bandwidth reserved for the session is 7,040kbs. This total bandwidth is the same as in normal
multicast session without selective data transmission. However, if the receivers select quality of the video randomly as shown
in Figure 9, the total bandwidth reserved for the session is 4,608kbs and this is about two thirds of the bandwidth required in
a normal multicast session.

M

H

L

S Source

Receiver with high quality video

Receiver with medium quality video

Receiver with Low quality video

Switch

640kb link

256kb link

128kb link

M

Sw11 M

S

Sw0

Sw1

Sw3

Sw4

Sw5Sw2

Sw6

Sw7

Sw10 Sw13

Sw9

H

H

L

L L

Merge Common links

Joining/leaving node R

Attach point

Figure 9. A multicast tree in a 16 nodes grid network with 7 group members

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper proposes an active multicast service architecture for ATM network. The architecture supports two levels of user
customization of a multicast session. In the first level, users can select routing schemes by varying the weights of different
link parameters in the distance function. In the second level, users can inject filter programs into the switches via a central
management entity. This paper suggested some new functions to the ATM switches for efficiently supporting multicast
applications. One function is that a switch has the capability to interpret the contracts that enables the switches to perform
tasks specified by a centralized network management entity. Another function is the ability of the switch to execution user
injected programs. Finally, the autonomous signaling mechanism for setting up virtual channels to neighboring switches
implements an efficient parallel multicast tree setting up process. These switch functions can result in more powerful
programmable switches.

The prototype system addressed important issues of the proposed Active Multicast Service Architecture. The prototype
system provides functions that allow receiver initialized resource reservation for end-to-end QoS guarantee and filter
program injection for selective data transmission of hierarchical encoded multimedia data. These features are achieved by
using a centralized QoS negotiation and routing mechanism. Furthermore, the scheme supports nodes joining and leaving to
a multicast group dynamically. The prototype system has been simulated in a simulation platform that is developed in a
distributed CORBA environment. In this simulation platform, the functions of MBA are simulated by a CORBA client and
the virtual switches are simulated as concurrent threads that are managed by CORBA servers. The links between virtual
switches are emulated by AAL 5 virtual circuits to enable actual QoS reservation. The MBA communicates with virtual
switches via the CORBA links that connect that MBA and CORBA daemons residing in virtual switches.

From the simulation results, we can conclude that supporting active technology inside the network gives users more
flexibility in customizing their applications. Experimental results also show that this multicast architecture provides a
greater flexibility in satisfying the users of different capabilities and QOS  requirements. In addition, by fine tuning resource
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allocation among heterogeneous users can save the total resource (e.g., bandwidth) required for a multicast session while
provides reasonable quality of data transmission.

We believe that networks with enabling active technologies will eventually lead to a user-driven innovation process, in
which the availability of new services will not be delayed by vendor consensus and standardization activities. There are at
least two potential problems need to be further investigated before the proposed services can be deployed in the actual
networks that spread over large geographical areas. Both problems are related to the centralised MBA approach: scalability
and reliability of MBA in large networks. A possible solution is to segment the large network into smaller clusters each of
which is managed by a MBA. This may address some of the potential setbacks of centralized multicast management
mentioned earlier on, but also raise the federation problems among different MBAs which has to be investigated further.
Another consideration is what kind of common open control and signaling interfaces be implemented eventually.
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